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She can be seen climbing around her taller-than-most-of-us sculptures barefoot and pedaling up Tour de France mountains in France. Artist Gail
Folwell is on the move, like the subjects in her work.

Just installed at the Denver Art Museum is her new piece: In the Peloton. The bronze creation depicts cyclists maneuvering within a racing pod and
is a bike tube's throw from where the USA Pro Cycling Challenge routes it's Denver stage. Down the hall at the DAM is her sculpture Tête à Tête, on
the Reiman Bridge.

The former graphic artist with a BFA and many years of university teaching on her resume began spending more time sculpting about 20 years ago.
She and husband architect Michael Folwell are principals of Boulder-Colorado-based Folwell Studios.

I spoke and e-mailed with Gail about her practice and what roles sports, fitness and activity play. See the bottom for her nods to a few Colorado
outdoor destinations as well as some photos she shared.

Fairlight Baer-Gutierrez: What are you thinking about when your artwork is being installed somewhere?

Gail Folwell: Context, the venue, the silhouette. How the piece will engage people from a distance and draw them in. What will they gain.

FBG: What were a few of your considerations in creating In the Peloton?

GF: Conceptually? The Peloton is about the cumulative energy created by the riders drafting off each other. It’s risky, competitive, and dangerous in
there, strategic and necessary. They merge essentially and move as one pod of energy with it’s components jostling for position. I was sculpting
that, what that feels like. It’s wind and inertia and pedals going around—and chaos that creates this one fluid swarm that’s beautiful to watch.

FBG: USA Pro Challenge or Tour de France?

GF: The Tour is epic. The mountain stages are magnificent. I’ve done a few. What they endure is unfathomable. We lived in Grenoble [France] for six
months in 2011. It was a long-time goal of mine to have the kids do some part of middle school in a foreign-speaking European school. Sort of a
coming of age … cultural-survival experiment/hike, bike, ski, golf, sculpture, architecture, tour de Europe. It also happened to be my 50th ; - ) It was
great. We did a home exchange, lived right at the base of the Chamrousse climb that was in this year's [Tour de France]. We rode Col de la Croix de
Fer, Col du Glandon, Alpe Duez, and Col de Porte.

FBG: How does the Denver creative scene now compare to, say, what was happening here in the mid- to late-1990s?

GF: I think there has been an extraordinary evolution. The calibre of work, the number of fine-art venues, more museums, galleries, the clientele
and corporate collections, public art. Denver has come into its own as an art center. It struggled for years being recognized as predominantly a
sports city and cow town, the west. I think winning the Yves St Laurent exhibit was testament to its coming of age.

(The DAM was the exclusive United States venue for Yves Saint Laurent: The Retrospective in 2012.)

FBG: If every child should know something about creating, what would that be?

GF: Forget about what it looks like. Make what it feels like.

FBG: If every grown-up should know something about creating, what would that be?

GF: Same thing. Priorities. Look to be moved by art. Then impressed.
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FBG: If someone wants to casually try their hands at bronze casting, where do you point them?

GF: Art Students League [of Denver] sculpture classes, and now I saw that there were some bronze casting clinics at the DAM! Small scale, Western
Heritage has a kit to carve a wax and they cast it.

FBG: How do your relationships influence your practice?

GF: We are all creating from our experience and connection. It’s everything. How I relate to an event, a person, a moment, is what I sculpt.

FBG: Nick Cave, whose work we showcased in the Sojourn exhibition here last summer, has talked about how he requires exercise every day. Could
you share your physical activity routine and what it does for you as an artist?

GF: I love, need to exercise, mostly outside and I like to get to the top of things, ride or hike mostly. It clears the chaos and I don’t sit still very well
even with it. I’m not much for routine, but I hike, mountain bike, road bike, paddle board, lift, tennis, ski, et cetera.

FBG: What is your favorite trail in Colorado?

GF: My favorite fast and furious hike is Mount Sanitas [in Boulder]. Mountain bike: Sunnyside in Aspen. Skiing: Aprés Vous on a powder day.

Image credit: Gail Folwell. Canadian, born 1961, Ontario, Canada; lives in Boulder, Colorado. In the Peloton. 2014. Cast bronze Edition 1 of 9. Gift of Ray
and Sally Duncan. 2014.112. © Gail Folwell

Fairlight Baer-Gutierrez was digital communications manager in the communications department at the Denver Art Museum.

Read more on: Colorado artists Gail Folwell sculpture modern and contemporary art
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Artist Gail Folwell cycling in France. She has ascended more than
one of the mountains that have been part of a Tour de France leg.

Artist Gail Folwell played at St. Andrews Links in Scotland with
her family, daughter, Taylor; son, Cole; and husband, Mike.

Gail Folwell works on her sculpture Challenge at her home studio.
The University of South Alabama commissioned the artwork.
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BEHIND THE SCENES

THE CONSERVATION OF LINDA'S MODERN MATERIALS 
How Did John DeAndrea Achieve Such Lifelike Qualities?

The highly realistic sculpture Linda by Colorado artist John DeAndrea has been a visitor favorite at the Denver Art Museum since it became a part of the collection in

1984. Linda is also an important work of contemporary art in which DeAndrea made innovative use of a material that was fairly new to art at the time: plastic. This is

why Linda is of such interest to us in the museum’s conservation department.

MORE »

MAKING & DOING

CALL FOR PROPOSALS: SUMMER INSTALLATION AT THE DAM

Exciting news for anyone who loves designing, tinkering, hammering things together, museums, and people: The DAM is looking for Front Range area architects or

artists to design a sculptural installation for Martin Plaza next summer. During the summer of 2014, the DAM will be showcasing several exhibitions and programs

related to the idea of sculpture. This outdoor project is meant to complement the museum’s offerings, while also adding a knock-your-socks-off, interactive feature to

the larger Civic Center complex.

MORE »

BEHIND THE SCENES

MEHRAN'S INSPIRATIONS FOR MEN OF GOD, MEN OF NATURE

You'll be hard-pressed to find a 90-degree angle in the Daniel Libeskind-designed Hamilton Building. That was part of what inspired Colorado artist Laleh Mehran to

place a monumental black cube in the level four Fuse Box space. Playfully calling her installation—

Libeskind, Mehran shines a light on the physical and metaphorical multi-dimensionality of the deceptively simple shape.

MORE » BEHIND THE SCENES

INSTALLING JOEL SHAPIRO’S FOR JENNIFER

The 32-foot tall, bright blue sculpture between the Hamilton Building and the Clyfford Still Museum is For Jennifer by Joel Shapiro. On a chilly weekend in November

2011, the DAM’s newest outdoor sculpture was installed.

MORE »
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